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they are the largest animalteveranimals ever to0 o
have evolved on earth

at 150 tons and overover 100 feet long
1 an adult blue whale could behave like

the bully onon the block but it doesnt
most areplacidare placid browsers straining
vast volumes of ocean for the small
animals on which they graze

they are enigmasenigmas some 70 million
years ago their ancestors decided to
return to the ocearfocearl although they had
already established theasethemsethemselvesives as dry
land mammals

whales arearc loving witness the long
motherhood period playful curious
and intelligent with that intelligence
it makes one wonder why they so often
beach themselves

but the most intriguing part of their
behavior is that apparently they have
a kind of language of their own in the
murky depths of the ocean sight is not
a very reliable sense so it appears they
use sound the communication could
be for instance between a mother and
her baby or between a couple of adults
wishing to establishcstabl ish a more meaningful
relationship

scientists have called whale talk
songs for lack of a better descrip-

tion but they dont know exactly what
information the songs contain they
range over a broad acoustic spectrum
which to us would spread from
soprano to bass however some fre-
quenciesquencies are so low theyre inaudible
to human ears

A typical whale song lasts about 15

minutes although they can go on for
an hour or more often they are
repeated note for note measure for
measure

on occasion a group of whales will
join in a singalongsangalongsing along and the sonsongs9s may
gradually change by some mutual

consensus from month to month
during their yearly migrations a

group of whales may leave their winter
waters inthein the middlemiddle of a song and
return six months later to resume the

tune at precisely the right note and
just where they leftleftoffoff

whales are very good at remember-
ing and seem to have a great acal4calleal to
talk about its aggravating that we
havent been able to understand themthem
or their cousins the dolphins

unfortunately during the past cen-
tury weve been interfering with their
communications one of their prin-
cipal hums is about 20 cycles per
second wayvay down at the end of the
keyboard that is about the frequen-
cy at which many of our maritime
engines operate

biologist roger paynerayne hasnas
calculated that with a sound wave
trapped in a deep water channel
two whales once probably could have
communicated with each other even if
they were as far apart as antarctica
and the aleutian islands


